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We consider a pair of eigenvalue problems describing proper vibrations of a 
string with viscous drag: 
-$( T(x)%) - Lk(x) v(x) = n’p(x) u(x) (0 <x 6 I), 
and 
v(O)=o(l)=O or “(o)=$(l)=o. 
Our result is: A11 the eigenvalues of these two problems uniquely determine both a 
tension T and a linear mass density p, provided that the coefficient of viscous drag 
k(x) is a given nonzero constant function. By reducing our eigenvalue problems to 
eigenvalues for systems of ordinary differential equations of the first order, we prove 
our result. 0 1990 Acadermc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
A small transverse vibration of a flexible string is governed by 
f3%(x, t) a 
Ptx) at2 ( 
wx, t) 
-ax T(x)dx > 
+ k(x) ~ 
w4 t) = o 
at 
(O<x< 1, t>O), 
(1.1) 
with the displacement u(x, t). Here x and t denote the space variable and 
the time variable, respectively. Furthermore p and T are the linear mass 
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density and the tension, respectively, and the term k(x)(&(x, t)/&) 
corresponds to some viscous drag (see [6], for example). 
We consider (1.1) with either 
u(0, t)=u(l, t)=O (1.2) 
or 
u(0, t)=$l, t)=O. (1.3) 
The boundary condition (1.2) corresponds to fixed ends at x = 0, 1, 
whereas (1.3) corresponds to a fixed end at x = 0 and an end free to move 
in the direction of the u-axis at x = 1. 
Here we mainly consider proper vibrations for (1.1) with (1.2) or (1.3). 
That is, we suppose that u(x, t) has the form 
24(x, t) = d’u(x) (A E a=). (1.4) 
Then u = u(x) is the solution to (1.5) or (1.6). 
g(T(x)y)- X(x) u(x) = A2p(x) u(x) (O<xd 1) 
(1.5) 
0(0)=u(1)=0. 
$(T(x)F)- UC(x) u(x) = i’/?(x) u(x) (O<xG 1) 
(1.6) 
u(O)=$(l)=O. 
By an eigenvalue of (1.5) we mean a number il for which there exists a 
nonzero function u(x) satisfying (1.5). Also an eigenvalue of (1.6) is under- 
stood similarly. 
If k(x) =0 (0 <x d l), then our eigenvalue problems are nothing but 
Sturm-Liouville problems, and, reducing our problems to Liouville normal 
forms such as d2ii(z)/dz2 + p(z) ii(z) = n’ii(z) by a change of independent 
variable, we can apply the results in [ 1, 2, 31. Then, from the reduced 
normal forms, we can see that all the eigenvalues of (1.5) and (1.6) 
uniquely determine at most one function in the pair (p, T), not both p 
and T. 
The problem in this paper is: Do all the eigenvalues of (1.5) and (1.6) 
uniquely determine both p and T, if k(x) #O (0 Q x < l)? 
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Throughout this paper, we assume 
k(x) = k (0 d x < 1) is a constant function and k # 0. (1.7) 
Under this assumption, the answer to our problem is positive. That is, 
THEOREM 0. Let, for j= 1,2, 
~1, TjEC’CO, 11, Pj(x)>O, T,(X)>0 (Odx6 l), kj#O, (1.8) 
andlet us consider systems (1.5j) and (1.6j) (j=1,2): 
- Akjuj(x) = A’p,(x) u,(x) (Odxd 1) 
(1W 
- Ak,u,(x) = Pp,(x) u,(x) (Odxd 1) 
uj(o)=~(l)=o. 
(1.6j) 
all the eigenualues of (1.5.1) and (1.6.1) coincide with those of 
( 1.5.2) and (1.6.2), (1.9) 
then k, k, > 0 and 
.02(x) P,(X) TAX) T,(x) -=- 
k, k, 
and -=- 
k, k, 
(O<xd 1). (1.10) 
In particular, if k, = k,, then (1.9) implies 
P2(X) = PI(X) and T,(x) = T,(x) (0 < x < 1). (1.11) 
Remark. Also in the case where k, and k, are not necessarily constants, 
if k,(x)= k2(x) (O<x< l), then we can prove that both p and T can be 
determined uniquely on an appropriate assumption on k,. 
Obviously, (1.10) implies (1.9). As is seen from this theorem, it is essential 
that k # 0, in order to uniquely determine both p and T. 
This paper is composed of three sections. In Section 2, we show results 
on inverse eigenvalue problems for systems of ordinary differential 
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equations of the first order. In Section 3, on the basis of the results in 
Section 2, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
2. RESULTS ON INVERSE EICENVALUE PROBLEMS FOR SYSTEMS 
OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER 
In this section, we consider 
duz(x) F+ PI,(X) u,(x) + P,z(X) u2(x) =mu, 
h(x) 7 + P21(X) u,(x) + P*2(X) %(X) =b(x) 
with boundary conditions 
u,(O) + h,(O) = 0 
at x = 0, and either 
u,(l)+Hu,(l)=O 
or 
at x= 1. 
zL,(l)+H*u,(l)=O (HZ H*) 
(2.1) 
(Odxd 11, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Here pii (1 < i, j < 2) are real-valued C’-functions on [0, 1 ] and h, H, 
H* are real constants. A parameter A corresponds to an eigenvalue. If 
H= cc and H*= co, then we regard (2.3) and (2.4) as ui(l)=O. 
Henceforth let L2(0, 1) be the Hilbert space of square integrable 
complex-valued functions in the interval (0, 1) and, for P( .) = 
(P~(‘))I<i,jGZ E {C’[O, l]}“, let an operator AP,h,H in {L2(0, 1)}2 be the 
realization of a differential operator (y h )( d . /dx) + P(x) . with boundary 
conditions ~~(0) + /W,(O) = 0 and u2( 1) + Hu,( 1) = 0. That is, 
(A u E JWA Pm) 
(2.5) 
u2(0)+hu,(O)=u2(l)+Hu,(l)=0 , 
I 
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where H’(0, 1) is the ordinary Sobolev space. We denote the spectrum of 
A P,h,H by dAp,h,H). 
In a preceding paper [7], we consider an inverse eigenvalue problem for 
(2.1)-(2.4), namely, a problem of determining pii (1 < i, j < 2), h, H, H * by 
means of their eigenvalues, and we obtain a theorem characterizing the 
coefficients P = ( pv), G i, J G z and real constants (h, H, H *) in (2.1)-(2.4) by 
the two sets of eigenvalues associated with two problems (2.1t(2.3) and 
(2.1), (2.2), (2.4). That is, 
THEOREM 1. Let P=(po)l<i,j<2, Q=(qii)lGi,jG2E{C1[0, l]}” be real- 
ualuedandhE[W\{-1, l}, H, H*, J, J*ERu{co)\{-1, l> (H#H*). In 
order that P, Q, h, H, H*, J, J* satisfy 
~(AP,w) = dA.,h,,) and ‘J(Ae.h,J*) = o(Ap,h,H*), (2.6) 
it is necessary and sufficient that all the following equalities hold: 
(411(x) + 4&)-421(x) -q**(x) - Pll(X) + P&) - PZl(X) + P**(X)) 
+ (411(x)-q12(x)+4*1(x) -422(x) - Pll(X) - P&l + Px(X) + P&)) 
x exp 
(J 
; (q11(s) + qz(s) - pll(s) - PAS)) ds) = 0 (O<x< 1). 
(2.7) 
(411(x)+412(x)-4*,(x)-42*(x) + PII - P,*(X) + P21CX) - P&)1 
+ ~-4,~~~~+~**~~~-~z1~~~+~~2~~~-PII~~~-P~2~~~+P21~~~+P~2~~~~ 
x exp (q11b) + qz(s) - puts)- PAS)) ds) = 0 (O<xd 1). 
(2.8) 
log(l-H)U+J)= l 
s (l+H)(l-J) o 
(qu(s) + qn(s) - pub) -P&)) ds. (2.9) 
log(l-H*)U+J*)= l 
5 (l+H*)(l-J*) o (q116) + MS) - PIN -P&)) ds. 
(2.10) 
Here and henceforth, we can assume that h # co without loss of generality 
[7,Remark1,Sect.1]andweset(1-H)/(1+H)=(1+H)/(1-H)=-1, 
(H- l)/(H+ l)= 1, etc., when H= co. Moreover we note that o(A,,,,,) 
consists entirely of countable simple eigenvalues, if Ihl, IHI # 1 (e.g., 
c4, 51). 
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M(~I,,PzI, ~22;fC H*) 
(Q, h,J, J*); Q= 
q12, q21, q22 E C1 [0, 11: real-valued, 
4 J* o R u {co}\{ - 1, 1}, 4Ao,~) = o(A,,,,,) and 
4AQ,h,J*) = 4‘l,,,,,* )I (2.11) 
and 
(Q, k-J, J*); Q= 
qll, q12, q21 E C’[O, 11: real-valued, 
4 J*E ~8” (a>\{ -1, 11, 4AQ,h,J)=~(Ap,h,H) and 
4%.&f*) = W,,,,.) (2.12) 
Then, from Theorem 1, we can deduce 
THEOREM 2. We have 
p” = 
d 
“‘“d:,““), h, H, H*); 
de C’[O, 11: real-valued . (2.13) 
By Theorem 2, we see that the two sets a(A,,,,,) and o(A,,,,,.) 
uniquely determine one diagonal component and one nondiagonal compo- 
nent of P and H, H* (Corollary l), while the two sets o(A,,,,,) and 
a(A,,,,,*) cannot determine both of two nondiagonal components 
(Corollary 2). 
COROLLARY 1. Let us assume that 
WQ,h,J) = W,,,,) and ~(4,h,J*) = 4AP.hJf.h (2.14) 
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If any of (2.17)-(2.20) hold, then we have 
Q(x) = P(x) (O<xd 1) (2.15) 
and 
J=H and J*=H*; (2.16) 
4*1(x) = P21(X) and h*(X) = P&) (Odxd 1). (2.17) 
91*(x) = PdX) and q**(x) = P22(X) (Odx< 1). (2.18) 
411(x) = PII and q21(x) = P21b) (06x< 1). (2.19) 
411(x) = PI,(X) and qdx) = P,*(X) (O<xd 1). (2.20) 
COROLLARY 2. Let us assume that real-valued P = (P~)~ G i,lGz E 
{C’[O,1]}4andh~[W\{-l,1},H,H*~jWu{c0}\(-l,1)aregiuen.Let 
q12, q2, E C’[O, l] be real-valued and J, J* E R u {co}\{ - 1, 11. Zf 
Q=( :;: ;g), J and J* satisfy (2.14), then Q has the form ( “J1 d+ p& p2’) for 
some real-valued de C’[O, 11, and J= H, J* = H*. 
In Corollary 2, we note that the boundary conditions at x = 1 are 
uniquely determined. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us denote the set given on the right-hand side 
of (2.13) by M,. 
Let (Q,j, J, J*)EMP,,, pzl, pzz;KH*) and let us set d=q,,, 
f(x) = dx) - P&L and a(x) = q&) -d(x) + P&) -Pan. Then, by 
(2.7) in Theorem 1, we have 
which is equivalent to 
flx)=a(x)xl-exP(laf(s)ds) 
1 + ev(.f;T f 6) ds) 
(Odx< 1). (2.21) 
Sinceq,i,p,jEC1[O,l] (l<i,j<2), wehavem,<f(x)<m,(O<x<l) 
and la(x)1 dm, (06x< 1) for some constants m,, m2, and m3. Therefore 
we obtain 
by the mean value theorem. 
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Estimating the right-hand side of (2.21) in view of (2.22), we have 
If(x)1 <m,e’“L’+‘“2’ x 
I ,* If( ds (O<x< l), 
which implies f(x) = 0 (0 < x < 1) by Gronwall’s inequality. Thus we see 
q22b) = P2&) (Odx< 1). (2.23) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 1, we get (2.8)-(2.10) with 
q,,(x) = pII (Odxd l), into which we substitute (2.23) so that we 
obtain 
q,Ax) = d(x)+ P&) - PX(X) (2.24) 
and 
J=H and J* = H*. (2.25) 
Here, in the derivation of (2.25), we note that (1 + J)/( 1 -J) = -1 and 
(1 + J*)/(l -J*) = -1 imply J= co and J* = co, respectively. The 
equalities (2.23))(2.25) imply M(p,,, pzl, p22; H, H*) c M,. 
On the other hand, by direct computation, we can show that each 
(Q, j, J, J*) E M, satisfies (2.7)-(2.10) in Theorem 1, provided that pII = 
q,1(x) (0 6 x d 1). Therefore we see that M, c M(p,,, p21, pz2; H, H*). 
This proves (2.13) for M(p,,, pzI, p22; H, H*). 
For M(P,,, p12, pzl ; H, H *), we can proceed similarly. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 0 
By reducing (1.5) and (1.6) to eigenvalue problems for systems of 
ordinary differential equations such as (3.1) stated below, we prove 
Theorem 0. To this end, we first show Lemmas l-3. 
LEMMA 1. Let us consider 
with 
or 
42(O) = 42(4 = 0 (3.2) 
42(O) = 4,(0 = 0. (3.3) 
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Here and henceforth, for p and T satisfying (1.8), we set 
and Z=ji (E 
112 
dt. (3.4) 
Then we can define a, b E C’[O, I] by 
a(z) = 
dT(x)/dx 
(P(X) T(x))“* + 
T(x)(ddxYdx) - dx)(dT(x)ldx) 
W3W T(x))“’ 
(3.5) 
and 
b(z)= -z. (3.6) 
Let I # 0. Then I. is an eigenvalue of ( 1.5) if and only if 1 is an eigenvalue 
of (3.1) with (3.2). Moreover 1 is an eigenvalue of (1.6) if and only if A is 
an eigenvalue of (3.1) with (3.3). 
Proof: Assume that 1# 0 is an eigenvalue of (3.1) with (3.2). Let d(z) = 
(f$;) (0 <z d I) be an eigenvector associated with 1. For z given by (3.4), 
we define functions u1 and u2 on [O, l] by 
u,(x) = h(Z)? u*(x) = 42(z) (O<x< 1). (3.7) 
Since d(z) satisfies (3.1), ui(x) and z+(x) satisfy 
(Odx< 1) (3.8) 
and 
+ 
dT(x)/dx 
(P(X) T(x))“* + 
T(x)(dp(x)ldx) -p(x)(dWWx) 
~(P~(x) T(x))“’ > udx,-~ u*(x) 
= h,(x) (OGXG 1). (3.9) 
We set 
v(x) =; u*(x) (O<x< 1). (3.10) 
If A #O, we see that VE C’[O, l] and v #O. (In fact, if v =O, then (3.8) and 
1# 0 imply u1 = u2 = 0, which contradicts that (fi:{) = ($~) is an eigen- 
vector.) Furthermore, by (3.8) and (3.9), the function v satisfies the 
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differential equation in (1.5). On the other hand, by (3.2) we see that 
v(O) = v( 1) = 0. That is, il is an eigenvalue of (1.5). 
Conversely assume that I. # 0 is an eigenvalue of (1.5). Let u # 0 be its 
eigenfunction. Then, setting 
B(z)=( mxYPw’2 d4x)ldx Wx) > 
(Odz<1) (3.11) 
for z defined by (3.4), we see from (1.5) that 4 # 0 and 4 satisfies (3.1) and 
(3.2), by direct computation. Thus 1 is an eigenvalue of (3.1) with (3.2). 
For the eigenvalue problem (1.6), we can proceed similarly. 
LEMMA 2. (i) Zero is an eigenvalue of (3.1) with (3.2). 
(ii) Zero is not an eigenvalue of (3.1) with (3.3). 
Proof. (i) By direct computation, we see that 
r(z)=( exp( -1: 4s) ds) o ) (OdzdI) 
is an eigenvector of (3.1) with (3.2) associated with the eigenvalue 0. 
(ii) Assume that d(z) = ($~~) satisfies (3.1) for A=O, and (3.3). For 
the proof, we have only to show 4 = 0. The equation (3.1) for J. = 0 is 
equivalent to 
&2(z) = o 
dz 
(OdzdI) (3.12) 
and 
4,(z) 
7 + 4z) d,(z) + 0) #2(z) = 0 (Odz6l). (3.13) 
By (3.12) and (3.3), we get d2 = 0, which implies dd,(z)/dz + a(z) dl(z) = 0 
(O<z<I) and d,(l)=0 by (3.13) and (3.3). Hence we obtain br=O, 
namely, 4 = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. For j= 1,2, we consider two pairs of eigenvalue problems on 
the interval [0, I,]: 
+ Pqz) q+“‘(z) = @(“(Z) 
OQzbf:qv’(z)= I’ (3.14j) 
409/152;1-3 
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Here 
qq’(O) = (q)(l) = 0 I ’ (3.16 j) 
(3.15 j) 
p(j)=(Ti: $)E {C’[O, l,]}“: real-valued. 
Zf all the eigenualues of (3.14.1) with each of (3.15.1) and (3.16.1) coincide 
with those of(3.14.2) with each of(3.15.2) and (3.16.2), respectively, then we 
get 
I, = 1, 
j-z (P?(S) + P:;‘(S)) ds = j;’ (p’l:‘(d + p::‘(d) ds. 
(3.17) 
Proof: Let {Eti(;I’)}nEz and {~Lj;l))~~~ (j= 1,2) denote the eigenvalues of 
(3.14j) with (3.15j) and those of (3.14j) with (3.16j), respectively. Then 
we have 
(3.18) 
and 
pW = 25 
FZ 21 &i+cj+Fy/lIj+O(d) (j=1,2), (3.19) 
I I 
where 
cj = f sd’ (p’,;‘(s) + p:j:(s)) ds (j= 1, 2). (3.20) 
In fact, by a change of independent variable 
Z 
ZH yj: yj==4 (j= 1,2), 
the system (3.14 j) in the interval (0, I,) with (3.15 j) or (3.16 j) is transformed 
to a system in the interval (0, 1) of a similar form, so that we can apply a 
result on the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues (see, e.g., [4, 51) and 
we reach (3.18) and (3.19). 
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Now, from the assumption, for each FEZ, there exist some m,(n), 
m,(n)~Z such that 
c,+~~+O(~)=c2+~~+O(--&), (3.21) 
(3.22) 
and 
,f’-“n Imj(n)l = a (j= 1,2). (3.23) 
Subtracting (3.21) from (3.22) we get 
Hence, by (3.23), it follows that an integer k=lim,,, (m2(n)-ml(n)) 
exists and that l/21, = l/21, + k/12, namely, I2 = (1 + 2k)l,. We have k > 0 
by I, > 0, I, > 0 and k E Z, so that I, >, 1,. Similarly we can get I, < 1,. 
Therefore we obtain 
I,=I,. (3.24) 
Substituting (3.24) into (3.21) and letting n + 00, we have by (3.23) 
lim, + m (m1(n)-n) 
c,--c*= 
11 
7c&i. (3.25) 
Since p’l(‘, p$$ (j= 1, 2) are real-valued, the constants c, and c2 are real, 
and hence (3.25) implies c, = c2. This proves Lemma 3. 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 0. For j= 1,2, setting 
zj=zj(x)= and lj=j: (e)1’2&, (3.26) 
U,(Zi) = 
dTj(x)/dx 
(Pj(X) Tj(X))“’ + 
Tj (x)(dPj (X)/‘dx) - PI (X)(dTj (X)ldX) 
~(P,(x)~ Tj(x))“2 ’ 
(3.27) 
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and 
k. 
b,(z,)= -J 
PjCx)’ 
(3.28) 
we introduce systems (3.29 j) with (3.30 j) or (3.31 j): 
(; ;)p+(u,;z) ~,~z))m(j)(z)=lm”‘(z) 
( 
0 6 z < Ii; Q”‘(Z) = d!%-) 
i >> (h:“(z) . 
(3.29 j) 
qq(O) = qp(lj) = 0. (3.30 j) 
c+d:"(O) = fgJ'(l/) = 0. (3.31 j) 
By the assumption (1.9), Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that all the eigenvalues of 
(3.29.1) with each of (3.30.1) and (3.31.1) coincide with those of (3.29.2) 
with each of (3.30.2) and (3.31.2), respectively, so that Lemma 3 implies 
1, = I,. Hence we can apply Corollary 1 for h = 0, J= H = 0, and 
.I* = H* = co, so that 
and 
Q*(Z) = al(z) (OQZSZI,) (3.32) 
b*(z) = b,(z) (O<z<ll,). (3.33) 
Here we note that the length of the interval where the eigenvalue problems 
are considered is not essential in Corollary 1. Since from the assumption 
(1.8), the function xt+zj defined by (3.26) is one to one for j= 1,2, there 
exists its inverse function 
fj: Ii03 /II + II09 ll 
w UJ 
zj w x (j= 1, 2). (3.34) 
Here we note that 
“fp) = 0 and fi(ll) = 1 (j= 1, 2). (3.35) 
Then we have 
(O<z<ll,, j= 1,2), (3.36) 
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by (3.26). Moreover we can see by 1, = I, that 
d’(,‘:~~~:~~)1’2dz=s:‘(,‘:i’,:i:ll)”2dz=l. (3.37) 
In fact, by (3.36) we have 
f,(4-“fp) = j; (~;gll)‘i’ dz, 
which implies (3.37) by (3.35). 
Rewriting (3.27) by an equation with differentiation with respect to zj, 
by (3.34) and (3.36), we have 
1 
u1(zj) = 2T,(jj(z,)) 
dq&(z,)) + 1 dPj(.&fi(z,)) 
dzj 2Pj(fi(zj)) dzj 
(j= 1, 2;o<zj61,). (3.27)’ 
Moreover by (3.28) and (3.34), we get 
kj 
bj(zl)= -p,(f(zj)) (j= 1, 2;06zj61,). 
Therefore, combining (3.27)’ and (3.28)’ with (3.32) and (3.33), we obtain 
1 dTAfAz)) 1 44f2(z)) 
T2(f2(z)) dz + ~z(f&)) dz 
1 dT,U-,(z)) 1 dp,(f,(z)) 
= T,U-,(z)) dz + ~,(f,(z)) dz 
(O<z<l,) (3.38) 
and 
P*(f*(Z)) = 2 P,(f,(Z)) (O<Z<II). (3.39) 
I 
Applying (3.39) to (3.38), we get 
1 dT,(f&)) = 1 dT,(f,(z)) 
Tkfh)) dz T,(f,(z)) dz 
(Odzdl,), 
and by integrating both sides, we can reach T,(f,(z))= cT,(f,(z)) 
(0 <z 6 Ii) for some positive constant c. Substituting this equality and 
(3.39) into (3.37), we have c= k,/k,; that is, 
T*(f*(z)) = 2. T,(fl(Z)) (O<z<l,). (3.40) 
1 
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From (3.36), (3.39), and (3.40), we get &(z)/dz = df,(z)/dz (0 G z < 11) and 
hence 
fAz) =f1(z) (OQzdl,) (3.41) 
by (3.35). Since f, (j= 1,2) is one to one and maps the interval [0, r,] 
onto [0, 11, the equalities (3.39t(3.41) imply 
and T,(x) = 2. T,(x) @<x6 l), 
1 
which are nothing but (1. lo), the conclusion of Theorem 0. 
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